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www.buscouncil.ca

INTRODUCTION - MOTOR CARRIER PASSENGER COUNCIL OF CANADA (MCPCC) 

The MCPCC provides a  
crucial National forum for 
industry, labour, government, 
and education to share  
resources and information. 

MCPCC’s work is focused on several key areas: raising 
awareness of and advocating for the bus industry across 
Canada, reaching government, education, and the public; 
reporting much needed labour market information, 
recognizing the outstanding service of bus professionals; 
promoting industry-wide career opportunities, and the 
exceptional training and development that has contributed to 
the industry’s commendable safety record.

MCPCC is constantly seeking innovative ways to work with 
industry and government to promote the Bus Industry as a 
critical link in the nation’s transportation infrastructure. It is 
a privilege to advocate for the exceptional men and women 
dedicated to this essential service. 

For more information, contact

MCPCC 
info@buscouncil.ca 

©All rights reserved. The use of this publication, in whole or in part, reproduction, storage in a retrieval program or transmission in any form or by any means 
(electronic, mechanical, photographic, photocopying or recording) is prohibited, without the prior written permission of the Motor Carrier Passenger Council 
of Canada, and is an offense under the Copyright Act.

Copyright © 2023 Motor Carrier Passenger Council of Canada (MCPCC)

This project was funded in part by the Government of Canada Sectoral Initiatives Program 
The opinions and interpretations are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect those of the Government of Canada
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The ’Great Resignation’ phenomenon persists, affecting 
turnover rates and labor shortages for the vast majority 
of employers in the country.

A record number of employees are quitting their jobs in 
search of new challenges. And employers are 
increasingly worried about an imminent economic 
downturn.

Nearly 36% of Canadian blue-collar workers changed 
jobs in 2022, with 16% planning to change jobs in the 
coming year.

The same is true for white-collar workers in Canada. 
Approximately 21% left their jobs in 2022, with 16% 
planning to leave in the coming months.

Rampant inflation has led both sides to be more 
cautious. There are indications that talent is asking for 
higher wages, whereas employers are adopting a wait-
and-see recruitment strategy.

PART ONE 

OVERVIEW

For a winning strategy, offer both a
competitive salary and benefits that are 

sought after by
most employees. While certain benefits 

are considered
standard, other unique or intangible 

benefits can bring
added value to a job offer during salary 

negotiations or
when revamping compensation 

packages
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Despite growth of flexible or hybrid work, almost four in ten Canadian workers said they’re 
more burned out now than they were a year ago. These findings also show the importance of 
combining flexible work options with solutions for improving employee well-being.

PART ONE

OVERVIEW What does today’talent want?

In the past, quitting a job was a source of anxiety. Today, the labour 
shortage has convinced talent across many sectors that they can 
find a job wherever and whenever they want.
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The era where work was a person’s reason for being is no more. They now long for a 
substantial change in their lives, want to contribute more to society, question the 
purpose of their work, and have changed their expectations toward their employer.

 How have talent values changed?
In a recent study, 65% of employees said the pandemic has made them rethink the place 
work should have in their lives, and 64% of workers stated that their feelings about work had 
changed. Almost 47% reported that, since the COVID-19 pandemic, they were more likely 
to prioritize their family and personal life over work.

• importance placed on well-being

• feeling of working for an employer that deeply
respects their values, needs, and personality

• the search for meaning and social impact

PART TWO 

KEY VALUES

Here are the main factors that motivate them, aside from monetary benefits:

• flexibility in all its forms

• opportunity to carry out personal
projects outside work

• autonomy in day-to-day work
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2022 Employee Survey

Traditional benefits

Several survey respondents want traditional benefits, 
essentials in a job offer or compensation package  
• medical and dental care
• prescription medication coverage
• paid leave
• RRSP with employer matching
• retirement plan or pension with employer matching

a

68%
OF WORKERS 
WANT WORK 
LIFE BALANCE

Reasons for Leaving
62.5 % higher salary
37.5 % better benefits 
34.0% more flexible schedule 
32.5% career advancement 
23.5% skills development

What potential  employees  want  when choosing an employer
a t t ract ive  sa lary& benef i ts  71%
work–l i fe  ba lance   68%
job secur i ty    61%
pleasant  work  atmosphere  60%
good tra in ing     58%

7
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Creative Perks and Benefits
Some more creative perks and benefits are also 
prioritized by talent, even if they don’t ask for them 
directly. Some examples:

• training or opportunities to gain new skills
• financial assistance for personal projects (e.g.,
educational allowance, extended paid parental
leave, or childcare support)
• small lifestyle perks, such as free snacks or meals,
a gym membership, discounts on everyday
purchases or trips
• paid time off on their birthday

This Year’s Expected Perks and Benefits
Offering remote work and hybrid work is a must!
Other highly sought-after perks, include:
• salary increases in keeping with market trends
• salary increases on par with inflation
• performance bonuses
• four-day work week with full-time pay
Offering such perks and benefits is significant in a
context where more and more of the talent is afraid
that their quality of life will suffer due to inflation.

Flexibility
In 2023, the key to success is flexibility. It’s the 
foundation of any worthwhile HR strategy. Flexibility 
has become one of the most sought-after benefits by 
employees. A recent survey conducted with Ipsos 
found the following:
• Only 47% of industrial workers and 49% of office
workers are currently satisfied with the amount of
flexibility they are given.
• Only 43% of women working in industrial settings
claim to be satisfied with the amount of flexibility
they have, making them the least satisfied among
respondents.
• More than one out of four workers or employees
admit that this lack of flexibility may lead them to
change jobs.

Workplace Transparency

• Encourages communication and sharing
• Better employee engagement and happiness
• Stronger workplace culture and values
• Greater trust between employer and employee

Transparency, truth, and openness spread knowledge that 
empowers people and businesses to do better work 
together. 

8
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3.93%
average projected 
2023 salary increase 
for all employees

1.5%

organizations 
planning a 2023 
pay freeze across all 
employee groups

5.7%

organizations 
acutal 2022 pay 
freeze 

4 .1%

projected 2023 
negotiated wage 
increase for 
unionized 
employees

Conference Board of Canada Review
The lifting of COVID-related public health measures 
contributed to record-low unemployment in 2022. 

Employment will remain high into 2023 because of the tight 
Canadian labour market and high demand for labour.

Average salary increases for non-unionized workers rose to 
3.3 per cent in 2022 and will remain above 3.0 per cent in 
2023.

Employees in Yukon, Northwest Territories, and Nunavut 
received the highest average pay increases in 2022, at 4.3 per 
cent, but will be tied with Ontario for the second lowest pay 
increases (3.3 per cent) in 2023.

Employees in cooperatives and the private sector will 
continue to have the highest salary increases in 2023, while 
those in provincial government departments and agencies 
and in universities and school boards will continue to have the 
lowest.

Salary freezes are projected to be more common for most 
employee groups in the 2023 fiscal year.

One thing is clear in the larger compensation community, it is 
that salaries are increasing at higher rates. When put up 
against an inflation rate that sits at a 40-year high and a 
competitive labor market offering alluring job offers, the once 
typical 2-3 percent increase will likely feel lackluster to many
employees.

Data from the 2022-2023 Salary Budget Survey (Payscale) 
results shows a clear response to the labor market conditions 
of the last year. Exactly one-half of organizations expect to 
increase their salary budgets going into 2023. The top reason 
given for higher budget increases in 2023, by 85 percent of 
respondents, is competition for labor.

(LifeWorks survey) Canadian salaries exceeded 2022 
projections and expected to grow 3.93 per cent in 2023, 
marking a second year of significant increases. Last year, 
projected base salary increases averaged 2.67 per cent. In 
fact, the actual base salary increases were 4.01 per cent. This 
demonstrates that Canadian organizations adapted to many 
challenges such as market pressure, inflation and labour 
shortages. Looking toward to 2023, a continued rise in the 
average base salary in an effort for employers to attract, 
retain and empower talent to drive business results is certain.

PART THREE 

COMPENSATION REVIEW 2022-2023
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Intangible Perks and Benefits
A robust, inclusive on-boarding process is one 
of the intangible perks and benefits that gives 
you the most return on your investment.
No one wants to have to go through the hiring 
process again due to poor on-boarding! 
Implement an effective on-boarding process 
that will be ready to launch on the first day on 
the job. It’s one of the best ways to make sure 
talent is quickly up to speed, in addition to 
being an excellent tool for fostering a sense of 
belonging from day one. It’s particularly 
important during this period that managers 
provide constructive feedback and clear goals 
so talent doesn’t feel unfit to work at your 
company. This is vital: 73% of employees think 
their manager could set clearer goals. Only 
25% feel they are being given feedback 
regularly enough to help them understand 
how they can improve.
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2023 PROJECTED SALARY INCREASE

Source: Lifeworks Telus Health 2023 Salary Projection Survey | 
September 2022
MORNEAU SHEPELL SURVEY RESULTS

2022 Actual and 2023 Projections by Region
Base salary increases
Based on available data, provincial data shows the 2022
average base salary increase varies from 3.25% to 4.46%
(including freezes) and from 3.25% to 5.14% (excluding 
freezes).

The 2023 projected average base salary increase varies
from 3.50% to 4.75% for both including freezes and
excluding freezes.

Salary range structure
2022 actual and 2023 projections by region
Based on available data, provincial data shows the
2022 average salary range structure adjustments vary
from 1.19% to 3.22% (including freezes) and from 1.98%
to 3.45% (excluding freezes).
The 2023 projected average salary range structure
adjustments vary from 2.67% to 3.02% (including freezes)
and from 2.67% to 3.33% (excluding freezes).
The 2023 projected average salary range structure
adjustments vary from 1.50% to 4.63% (including freezes)
and from 1.83% to 4.63% (excluding freezes).
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B.C.

4.05%

Alb.

3.68%
Sask.

3.80%
Man.

4.75%

On.

3.82%

Canadian 
Average

3.93%

Que.

4.16%

N.L.

4.0%

P.E.I.
no data

N.B.

3.5%
N.S.

4.22%

NORTHERN 
CANADA

no data
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2023 SALARY PROJECTION SURVEY | SEPTEMBER 2022

TABLE 1 – BASE SALARY INCREASES BY PROVINCE

2022 Actual
base salary increase

2023 Projected
base salary increase

Including freezes Excluding freezes Including freezes Excluding freezes

British Columbia 4.12% 4.3% 4.05% 4.05%

Alberta 3.51% 3.95% 3.52% 3.68%

Saskatchewan 3.29% 3.29% 3.80% 3.8%

Manitoba 4.0% 5.14% 4.75% 4.75%

Ontario 3.52% 3.73%  3.74% 3.82%

Quebec 4.46% 4.60% 4.12% 4.16%

New Brunswick 3.25% 3.25% 3.5% 3.5%

Nova Scotia 3.27% 3.59% 4.22% 4.22%

Prince Edward Island N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Newfoundland and Labrador N/A N/A N/A  N/A 

Northern Canada N/A N/A N/A  N/A 

National weighted average 3.77% 4.01% 3.86% 3.93%

Source: Lifeworks Telus Health.

4.0%

3.50%

3.0%

2.50%

2.0%

1.50%

4.01
3.93

2.6

2020 2021 2022 2023
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TABLE 2 – BASE SALARY INCREASES BY INDUSTRY

2022 Actual  
base salary increase

2023 Projected  base 
salary increase

Including 
freezes

Excluding 
freezes

Including 
freezes

Excluding 
freezes

Arts, Ent.,Recreation, Hospitality, Media, and Com 3.71% 4.02%  3.64% 3.81%

Industrial Goods and chemical 4.21% 4.21% 3.93%  3.93%

Farming and fishing 4.14%  4.14%  3.83% 4.6%

2.67% 2.67% 2.25% 2.25%

Construction 4.01%  4.14%  4.08%  4.08%

Educational services 2.53% 3.16%  3.06%  3.06%

Finance and insurance 3.87% 4.0%  3.94% 3.99%

Health care and social assistance 2.34% 3.12%  3.30%  3.57%

Information and cultural industries 4.74% 5.01%  4.73%  4.73%

Oil and gas 3.80% 4.15%  3.50%  3.50%

High Technology 4.68% 4.68% 4.54% 4.54%

Mining and metals 4.6% 4.6% 3.81% 3.81%

Other services (except public administration) 4.24% 4.24%  3.31%  4.42%

Professional, scientific and technical services 4.35% 5.22% 4.2% 4.5%

Public administration 2.5% 2.75%  2.93% 2.93%

Real estate, rental and leasing 4.86% 4.86% 4.65% 4.65%

Retail trade 3.77% 3.77% 3.50% 3.5%

Transportation and warehousing 3.95% 4.12% 3.94% 4.20%

Utilities 3.12 3.12%  3.05% 3.05%

Wholesale trade 3.52%  3.52% 4.32% 4.32%

National weighted average 3.77% 4.01% 3.86% 3.93%

Source: Lifeworks Telus Health.
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TABLE 3 – SALARY STRUCTURE ADJUSTMENT BY INDUSTRY

2022 Actual  
base salary increase

2023 Projected  base 
salary increase

Including 
freezes

Excluding 
freezes

Including 
freezes

Excluding 
freezes

Arts, Ent.,Recreation, Hospitality, Media, and Com 2.86% 3.58%  3.93% 4.21%

Industrial Goods and chemical 3.24% 3.92% 3.91%  3.43%

Farming and fishing 2.38% 2.38%  3.63% 3.63%

Forestry 2.38% 2.38%  2.50%  2.50%

Construction 2.43% 3.11%  2.83%  3.00%

Educational services 1.89% 2.43% 2.22% 2.54

Finance and insurance 2.29% 2.69%  2.84%  3.23%

Health care and social assistance 1.34% 2.28%  2.75% 2.75%

Information and cultural industries 3.53% 4.32% 3.28% 3.28%

Oil and gas 2.64% 3.08% 3.17% 3.17%

High Technology 3.8% 3.67% 2.91% 2.91%

Mining and metals 3.75% 3.75% 3.10% 3.10%

Other services (except public administration) 4.24% 4.24% 3.31% 4.42%

Professional, scientific and technical services 2.91% 3.66% 3.00% 3.92%

Public administration 1.97% 2.35% 2.62% 2.62%

Real estate, rental and leasing 2.01% 3.35% 1.50% 2.25%

Retail trade 2.55% 3.10%  2.62%  2.62%

Transportation and warehousing 2.70%  3.02% 2.85% 3.10%

Utilities 1.76% 2.42% 1.83%  1.83%

Wholesale trade 2.38 2.38% 2.64% 2.64%

National weighted average 2.55 3.12% 2.89% 3.15
Source: Lifeworks Telus Health.
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2020 Actual  
2022 actual and 2023 projections by industry

Industry data shows the 2022 average salary range structure
adjustments vary from 1.34% to 4.48% (including freezes)

and from 2.28% to 4.48% (excluding freezes).
The 2023 projected average salary range structure

adjustments vary from 1.50% to 4.63% (including freezes)
and from 1.83% to 4.63% (excluding freezes)base salary increase
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SALARY STRUCTURE
2022 actual and 2023 projections by region. Provincial data shows the 2022 average salary range structure adjustments vary 
from 1.19% to 3.22% (including freezes) and from 1.98% to 3.45% (excluding freezes). The 2023 projected average salary range 
structure adjustments vary from 2.67% to 3.02% (including freezes) and from 2.67% to 3.33% (excluding freezes)

TABLE 4– SALARY STRUCTURE ADJUSTMENT BY PROVINCE

2022 Actual  
base salary increase

2023 Projected  
base salary increase

Including freezes Excluding freezes Including freezes Excluding freezes

British Columbia 3.03% 3.45%  2.84% 3.15%

Alberta 1.19% 3.33% 2.91% 3.30%

Saskatchewan 2.23%  2.48%  2.85% 3.03%

Manitoba 2.04% 2.72% 2.86% 3.33%

Ontario 2.44% 2.97% 2.81% 3.18%

Quebec 3.22% 3.30% 3.02%  3.06%

New Brunswick 2.50% 2.50% 2.67% 2.67%

Nova Scotia 1.19% 1.98% 1.5% 2.1%

Prince Edward Island N/A N/A N/A  N/A

Newfoundland and Labrador N/A  N/A N/A N/A

Northern Canada N/A N/A N/A N/A

National weighted average 2.55% 3.12% 2.89% 3.15%

Source: Lifeworks Telus Health..
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Impact of Labour Shortages

• A tight labour market is prompting more private-sector companies to break the taboo and include a salary range in
job postings to draw talent.

• 2 in 5 Canadian employers upwardly revising initial budgets made in June.
• The situation continues to ebb and flow as organizations try to adapt to these unprecedented financial times and

difficult job market conditions.
• Employers in Canada were actively seeking to fill 959,600 vacant positions in Q3 [2022], down 3.3 per cent from

the 992,200 openings in Q2 [2022], according to Statistics Canada.
• Only a third (33 per cent) of Canadians are feeling positive about their financial situation, reports The Co-operators

Group Limited, and 45 per cent are worried their income won't keep pace with their basic expenses this year.
• Biggest challenges now for staffing, recruitment comes out on top (54 per cent) for Canadian employers. But pay

increase requests (46 per cent) and employee retention (37 per cent) are also top of mind, finds a recent survey.
• Only one per cent of organizations have implemented a salary freeze in 2022 or intend to in 2023, compared to

eight per cent in 2021 and typical rates of three to five per cent before the pandemic.
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PART FOUR

BUS INDUSTRY COMPENSATION

Salary freezes Comparisons

2023
projected

1.5%

2019
4%

2020
36%

2021
12%

2022
5.7%

2018
6%
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PART FOUR 

BUS INDUSTRY COMPENSATION

YEAR OVER YEAR STATISTICS CANADA BASE-LINE COMPARISON FOR THE PERIOD 2016-2020

Total Bus Industries

Employment and compensation 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

NUMBER

Total number of employees 126,940 119,754 123,034 119,289

Drivers 86,681 82,085 83,569 80,760

Mechanics 7,470 7,468 7,270 7,060

Other employees 32,789 30,201 31,623 31,170

DOLLARS

Total compensation (x 1,000) 8,007,022 8,118,394 8,100,677 8,431,643 7,598,437

Average expenditure per employee 63,077 67,211 67,645 68,937 63,698

Urban Transit Systems

Employment and compensation 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

NUMBER

Total number of employees 

32,003

62,704 63,234 66,680 66,264

Drivers 32,619 32,737 34,276 35,783 34,816

Mechanics 4,310 4,321 4,858 4,901 4,808

Other employees 25,775 25,595 24,100 25,997 26,644

DOLLARS

Total compensation (x 1,000) 5,907,443 6,167,098 6,111,902 6,503,676 6,012,159

Average expenditure per employee 94,212 98,433 96,655 97,536 90,730

82,021

6,765

120,789

62,653
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Interurban and Rural Bus Transportation

Employment and compensation 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

NUMBER

Total number of employees 4,689 2,877 2,174 2,058 2,430

Drivers 3,498 1,791 1,462 1,462 1,685

Mechanics 431 263 315 230 159

Other employees 760 823 397 357 538

DOLLARS

Total compensation (x 1,000) 380,024 177,567 182,929 184308 112,536

Average expenditure per employee 81,043 61,719 84,144 89,557 46,322

School and Employee Bus Transportation

Employment and compensation 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

NUMBER

Total number of employees 47,719 43,510 41,779 40,622 41,693

Drivers 42,274 39,497 36,987 36,556 37,510

Mechanics 2,138 1,693 1,777 1,544 1,722

Other employees 3,307 1,544 3,015 2,522 2,297

DOLLARS

Total compensation (x 1,000) 1,246,898 1,291,808 1,283,551 1,210,799 1,101,49

Average expenditure per employee 26,130 x 30,722 29,806 26,425

Charter and Sightseeing Bus Industries 

Employment and compensation 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

NUMBER

Total number of employees 6,509 5,937 6,448 6,768 3,905

Drivers 4,263 3,575 4,415 4,743 2,865

Mechanics 469 370 368 434 268

Other employees 1,777 1,992 1,665 1,529 749

DOLLARS

Total compensation (x 1,000) 233,326 212,649 248,053 251,706 133,820

Average expenditure per employee 35,848 35,818 38,471 37,191 34,270

18
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Other Transit and Ground Passenger Transportation  

Employment and compensation 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

NUMBER

Total number of employees 5,319 5,813 6,119 6,906 4,997

Drivers 4,028 4,422 4,945 5,199 3,884

Mechanics 122 118 150 161 103

Other employees 1,169 1,273 1,024 1,218 897

DOLLARS

Total compensation (x 1,000) 239,331 269,272 274,241 331,154 238,45

Average expenditure per employee 44,998 46,322 44,820 47,952 47,662

Source: Statistics Canada.  Table 23-10-0083-01   Canadian passenger bus and urban transit industries, employment and compensation, by industry

AVERAGE COMPENSATION BY SECTOR AND TOTAL INDUSTRY

Urban Transit Interurban  
& Rural

Charter  
Bus

School &  
Employee

Other  
Transit Shuttle

Bus  
Industry

100,000

80,000

60,000

40,000

20,000

0

20202018 2019
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A LOOK AHEAD

ON-DEMAND SERVICE
Public buses have been a constant in the transport landscape for decades. Most bus services today operate the same 
way they did in the early 1900s. They run on fixed timetables and fixed routes.
In the age before mobile phones and instant communications, this approach was entirely necessary — it was the only 
practical option.  As long as the bus is running to its timetable, passengers are getting a good service.

Thanks to advances in technology, the conditions are ripe for a more agile and personalized approach to running 
buses. The public bus system now has the means to connect supply with demand.

On-Demand service can ensure that a passenger’s requirements are met by a bus at the right location, at the right 
time. The value proposition for passengers is clear, even if they need to pay a slightly higher fare.

ELECTRFICATION
The new LFSe+ battery-electric bus from Nova Bus is now running on Metro Vancouver streets, making its world 
debut. This is the first of 15 new battery-electric buses that will replace aging diesel buses and reduce over 1,000 
tonnes of greenhouse gas emissions annually. Each new bus: 

• Can travel over 150 kilometers on a single charge
• Can top up its battery for the next trip at overhead on-route fast charge stations in approximately 5 minutes
• Will save TransLink $40,000 in fuel costs annually
• Uses new, lighter seats that were voted on by customers last year. These seats make the bus 250 pounds lighter,

which helps it to travel further on a single charge

20
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COMPENSATION 2023 – INDUSTRY SURVEY RESPONSES FOR KEY POSITIONS

The following responses represent large and medium-sized transit 
systems across geographic regions.  To maintain confidentiality, we 
have grouped responses into average salary per key position, pay 

ranges and National scope.  Of course, pay will vary depending on 
the size of the system and geographic area.

TRADES AND MANAGEMENT

URBAN TRANSIT ∞ MOTOR COACH ∞ SCHOOL BUS 

Position Average Salary Pay Range Shift Premium

Licensed Mechanic $41.60/ hour $30 - $53/ hour $1-2/ hour

Training Instructor $77,538/annum $75,000 - $98,630/annum

Scheduler/Planner $82,600/annum $59,258 - $101,747/annum

Dispatcher $69,908/annum $55,000 - $102,000/annum

Maintenance Staff $53,891/annum $33,000 - $64,935/annum

Supervisor $83,443/annum $50,300 - $112,517/annum

Middle Manager $103,052/annum $70,337 - $137,000/annum

Senior Manager $135,797/annum $106,592 - $213,978/annum

MEDIAN 

$55,672

MEDIAN 

39,578

10% 

$48,750

75% 

$25,025

90% 

$97,500

90% 
$56,111

URBAN BUS OPERATORS

The average Urban Bus Operator salary in 
Canada is $55,672. This average combines 
both medium and large systems and 
geographic regions.  Western Canada’s wages 
are higher on average than Eastern Canada, as 
well as larger systems. A shift premium of 
$1-2/hour is provided by most systems.

SCHOOL BUS OPERATORS

The average School Bus Operator salary in 
Canada is $39,578/annum.  Highest 
salaries are in Western Canada averaging 
$45,532; Eastern Canada averaging $37,353
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THE AVERAGE SALARY FOR CANADIAN EMPLOYEES
As of September 2022, the average wage for Canadian 
employees across the nation was $61,119 per year. The overall 
trend is positive, with the majority of Canadians making more 
money than in the previous year.  This level of growth is fairly 
standard when comparing average salaries on a year-by-year 
basis.  Average salary by Province and Territory is depicted on 
the map below.

MEDIAN 

$68,059

10% 
$42,671

90% 

$101,000

MOTOR COACH OPERATORS

The average Motor Coach Operator salary in 
Canada is $68,059 per year. Entry level 
positions start at $42,671 per year while most 
experienced drivers can make up to $101,000 
per year, depending on location.

NUNAVUT 

$82,853

QUEBEC 

$58,149

NOVA SCOTIA 

$53,083
PRICE EDWARD 
ISLAND 

$51,258

NEW BRUNSWICK 

$56,315

NEWFOUNDLAND 
& LABRADOR 

$60,284

AVERAGE SALARIES IN CANADA 2022 

Statistics Canada released another round of data highlighting 
wage and salary growth for several industries and in different 
areas of the country. By analyzing this data, we can provide 
employees and job seekers with useful information about their 
industries. At the same time, young people preparing to enter 
the workforce can learn where in Canada their skills will be the 
most valued and target their job searches to these areas.

YUKON  
TERRITORIES 

$69,369
NORTHWEST  
TERRITORIES 

$81,136

BRITISH 
COLUMBIA 

$61,150
ALBERTA 

$65,834

SASKATCHEWAN 

$60,096

MANITOBA 

$55,467

ONTARIO 

$62,748
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BENEFIT TRENDS 

What to Expect in 2023
• Employers will have to accommodate flexible work schedules, offer better financial support and deliver

customized benefits to meet employee needs.

• Organizations will need to weigh these expectations against higher benefits costs and fierce competition for
workers.

• Personalized benefits will be key to finding that balance.

• Benefits costs will continue to rise due to inflation, employee benefits packages and delayed retirements.

• The increase in costs will affect an organization’s bottom line. But with unemployment at record lows and
worker shortages expected long term, cutting back on benefits won’t be a viable option for employers.

• Workers are prioritizing their mental health over work demands — especially when they don’t feel rewarded for
the extra time and effort they’ve put into their jobs.

PART FIVE

BENEFITS AND PERKS
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